LUNCH & LEARN

*Pearls of Wisdom about Publishing Your Work*

October 30, 2017
12:00 - 1:30 PM
MLK Library, Rm 225

RSVP FOR LUNCH: **PEARLS OF WISDOM SIGN UP.**

Please RSVP by October 26th

---

**Event Description**

Join Susanna Khavul (Lucas College and Graduate School of Business) and a cross-disciplinary panel to explore strategies that will help you be successful publishing your work in academic and professional journals. Learn about different kinds of journals. Hear about do's and don'ts about approaching journal editors, before, during and after the review of a submission; about the review process; and about elements that characterize strong vs. weak submissions. Co-hosted by the Center for Faculty Development and the University Library at San Jose State University.

---

**About Susanna**

*Dr. Susanna Khavul* is an associate professor management in the Lucas College and Graduate School of Business at San Jose State University and is the Senior Visiting Fellow and Leverhulme Trust Visiting Professor in the Department of Management at the London School of Economics. Dr. Khavul is Associate Editor of Academy of Management Perspectives, a flagship journal of the Academy of Management, and is an active member on the editorial review boards of the Journal of Management Studies, Journal of Business Venturing, Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal, Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, and Journal of Small Business Management. She recently edited a special issue of Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice on alternative finance and financial inclusion.